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Abstract We present the search for Cherenkov signatures
from relativistic magnetic monopoles in data taken with the
AMANDA-II detector, a neutrino telescope deployed in the
Antarctic ice cap at the Geographic South Pole. The nonobservation of a monopole signal in data collected during
the year 2000 improves present experimental limits on the
flux of relativistic magnetic monopoles: Our flux limit varies
between 3.8 × 10−17 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (for monopoles moving
at the vacuum speed of light) and 8.8 × 10−16 cm−2 s−1 sr−1
(for monopoles moving at a speed β = v/c = 0.76, just
above the Cherenkov threshold in ice). These limits apply to
monopoles that are energetic enough to penetrate the Earth
and enter the detector from below the horizon. The limit
obtained for monopoles reaching the detector from above
the horizon is less stringent by roughly an order of magnitude, due to the much larger background from down-going
atmospheric muons. This looser limit is however valid for
a larger class of magnetic monopoles, since the monopoles
are not required to pass through the Earth.

a e-mail:

hwissing@icecube.umd.edu
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1 Introduction
The existence of magnetic monopoles, particles carrying
magnetic charge, was hypothesized in various theoretical
contexts. When added to classical electrodynamics, magnetic charges would symmetrize Maxwell’s Equations with
respect to the sources of the electromagnetic field. In a
quantum-mechanical context, their existence requires the
quantization of both electric and magnetic charge [1]. The
magnetic elementary charge, the so-called Dirac Charge gD ,
takes the value
e
gD =
,
(1)
2α
where e is the electric elementary charge and α is the
finestructure constant. In the context of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) [2], magnetic monopoles appear as stable, finite
energy solutions of the field equations [3, 4].
If hot big bang cosmology is correct, GUT monopoles
would have been created in the early universe during phase
transitions associated with the spontaneous breakdown of
the unified gauge symmetry [5]. The mass and the charge
of monopoles in a particular GUT depend on the underlying gauge group, its symmetry breaking hierarchy, and on
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the type and the temperature of the phase transition. Predicted masses range from 105 to 1017 GeV [6–10]; monopole charges are integer multiples of the Dirac charge.
Magnetic monopoles are stable and those monopoles created in the early universe should still be present in cosmic radiation. The monopole number density depends on whether
or not the universe underwent an inflationary epoch and on
whether the monopoles were created before, during or after
this epoch [11].
Due to the large numerical value of the magnetic charge,
monopoles are efficiently accelerated in large scale cosmic magnetic fields. The kinetic energy acquired on pass
ing through a magnetic field B is Ekin = g path B · dl, with
g being the magnetic charge, an integer multiple of gD .
During their lifetime, magnetic monopoles should have acquired kinetic energies of the order of 1015 GeV, on average [10]. Consequently, monopoles with masses at or below this energy scale should have been accelerated to relativistic velocities [10]. The acceleration of magnetic monopoles in the Galactic magnetic field also implies a generic
upper bound on monopole flux: the requirement that the
Galactic magnetic field is not depleted faster than it can
be regenerated constrains the monopole flux to be less than
10−15 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 . This is the oft-quoted Parker Bound
[12, 13].
Over the last three decades, relic monopoles have been
searched for by a number of experiments, but so far, there is
no experimental proof of their existence. Today, the flux of
magnetic monopoles is experimentally constrained to a level
O(10−16 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 ) [13–15], so only extremely large
detectors have the potential to detect a magnetic monopole.
Large Cherenkov telescopes built in open, naturally occurring media like sea water or glacial ice were originally
constructed to detect Cherenkov light from electrically charged secondary particles produced in rare interactions of high
energy extraterrestrial neutrinos with the surrounding matter. These telescopes could also detect magnetic monopoles
with specific properties: (1) Relativistic monopoles moving
at a speed above the Cherenkov threshold of the utilized
medium could efficiently be detected via their direct Cherenkov emissions [17], or (2) monopoles that catalyze the decay
of nucleons in the target matter—a property that is predicted
for a large class of GUT monopoles [18, 19]—could be detected via the Cherenkov emissions from secondary particles
produced in consecutive nucleon decays along the monopole trajectory. For Cherenkov telescopes, the two detection
channels rely on very different monopole signatures and are
investigated in complementary efforts.
This paper describes a search for relativistic magnetic
monopoles with the Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detection Array (AMANDA-II), an under-ice neutrino telescope
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that was operated during the years 2000 to 2009 at the South
Pole [23].1
The analysis was developed using data taken during
AMANDA-II’s first year of operation. Although several more
years of data are available, and the analysis could be applied also to data taken during later years, only data taken
during the year 2000 has been searched for Cherenkov signals from magnetic monopoles. The remaining years will
probably remain unanalyzed. The filtering of multiple years
of data and the necessary Monte Carlo simulations, which
take into account small changes in the detector set up over
the years, would not be complete before the presently under
construction IceCube detector, the successor to AMANDAII with much better sensitivity, will deliver first results on
magnetic monopoles.
Nevertheless, the monopole search with one year of
AMANDA-II data presented here, still improves current experimental bounds on the flux of magnetic monopoles.

2 Monopole energy loss in matter
Relativistic magnetic monopoles passing through matter
lose energy via electromagnetic, strong, and weak interactions [10]. The electromagnetic interaction of monopoles is,
except for the much larger numerical value of the coupling
constant, similar to the interaction of electrically charged
particles. Therefore the electromagnetic energy loss is fairly
well understood.
Like electrically charged particles, monopoles lose energy through ionization and excitations of atoms in the target material (“collisional” energy loss), and through stochastic energy loss processes (e+ e− pair production, bremsstrahlung, and photo-nuclear interactions). The collisional
energy loss depends only weakly on the monopole’s Lorentz
boost and dominates stochastic energy losses up to Lorentz
boosts of Γ < 103 [10, 16]. For higher Lorentz boosts, the
stochastic energy losses become dominant and cause the total energy loss to rise steeply with Γ . Figure 1 shows the
total average energy loss of relativistic magnetic monopoles
in various media, according to approximate energy loss formulas given in [16] (collisional energy loss) and [10] (stochastic energy loss).
Contrary to the electromagnetic energy loss, strong and
weak energy loss processes are not well understood. While
the weak interaction loss is believed to be negligible small,
the strong interaction energy losses may be significant [10].
However, due to the lack of a definite theoretical description,
the strong interaction energy loss is often ignored in the literature, and will be ignored in the following discussion as
1 The

search for nucleon-decay-catalyzing monopoles with AMANDA-

II is described in reference [20, 21].
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Fig. 1 Average electromagnetic energy loss of relativistic magnetic
monopoles in the Earth core, the Earth mantle, ice, and air as a function of the Lorentz boost Γ . The full lines are the total energy loss,
i.e., the sum of collisional loss, e+ e− pair production, bremsstrahlung,
and photo-nuclear interactions according to reference [10]. The dashed
lines are the collisional energy loss only [16]

well. We bear in mind, however, that the strong interaction
energy loss may be as large as the electromagnetic one [10].
2.1 Cherenkov radiation
A small fraction of the electromagnetic energy loss is due
to Cherenkov radiation. The Cherenkov emission of magnetically charged particles is much more intense than that
of electrically charged particles and enable efficient detection of relativistic magnetic monopoles with a neutrino telescope.
The number of Cherenkov photons Nγ per path length
dx and photon wavelength dλ emitted by a magnetic charge
g passing through matter with index of refraction n is [17]
  

dNγ
2πα gn 2
1
= 2
1− 2 2 ,
dx dλ
e
λ
β n

(2)

where β is the speed of the monopole as a fraction of the
speed of light in vacuum.
Passing through ice (n ≈ 1.33), a minimally charged relativistic monopole will emit O(106 ) Cherenkov photons per
centimeter in the wavelength interval between 400 nm and
600 nm, where the AMANDA-II detector is sensitive. This
is a factor (gD · n/e)2 = (n/2α)2 ≈ 8300 larger than the
number of Cherenkov photons emitted from a bare relativistic muon. Cherenkov emissions of highly relativistic monopoles, for which stochastic processes dominate the energy
loss, are enhanced by Cherenkov light from relativistic electrically charged secondary particles that are produced along
the monopole track.

%l Springer

For the search for relativistic monopoles with AMANDA-II,
the total energy loss is decisive for the signal acceptance.
Full acceptance (4π sr) is reached if the monopoles have
sufficient kinetic energy to traverse the full diameter of the
Earth and enter the detector vertically from below at a relativistic speed. Half the acceptance (2π sr) is reached if
monopoles are still sufficiently relativistic after penetrating
∼150 km of ice, the matter overburden that must be crossed
to horizontally reach the center of the detector at a depth of
1730 m.
The Cherenkov threshold in ice is β > 1/n = 0.75, corresponding to a minimum Lorentz boost Γ > 1.51. In order
to reach the detector with at least this boost factor, a monopole with mass M must arrive at the Earth with a Lorentz
boost of
Γinitial >

ΔEtotal
+ 1.51,
M

(3)

where ΔEtotal is the energy lost during the passage through
the matter overburden above or below the detector. Since
Γ = E/M, the above relation in combination with the energy loss function dictates the minimum mass and the minimum initial kinetic energy a monopole must have to be detectable with AMANDA-II.
Both the monopole mass and the initial kinetic energy are
unknown. Although the monopole mass can be predicted in
a specific GUT, the mass predictions from various proposed
GUTs span many orders of magnitudes. Even if we were
to test one specific GUT for which the monopole mass is
fixed, the expected monopole kinetic energy remains highly
speculative as it depends on the abundance, strengths, and
spatial extensions of cosmic magnetic fields. In magnetic
fields of ordinary galaxies, monopoles would gain an energy of roughly 1011 GeV [24]. However, during their lifetimes, monopoles should have acquired much higher kinetic
energies in larger scale extragalactic structures. Monopoles
today are expected to have a broad energy distribution with
an estimated average around 1015 GeV [10].
In order to determine the mass range and the range of
initial kinetic energies for which monopoles are capable of
penetrating through the Earth and reach AMANDA-II at a sufficiently relativistic speed, we have integrated the energy
loss formulas for the average electromagnetic energy loss
given in [10] over the approximate matter density profile of
the Earth (Fig. 2).
The angular regions over which monopoles with masses
between 105 and 1018 GeV and initial kinetic energies between 105 and 1018 GeV can reach the center of AMANDAII at a speed above the Cherenkov threshold (β > 0.75) are
shown in Fig. 3. For kinetic energies of 1015 GeV or greater,
the full signal acceptance of 4π sr is reached for monopoles
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Fig. 2 Schematic sketch (not to scale) of the approximate matter
profile of the Earth that was used to determine the total energy loss
of monopoles passing through the Earth. The Earth interior is approximated by two shells, a core with radius Rcore = 3.486 × 106 m
and density ρcore = 11.5 g/cm3 , and a mantle which extends to
Rmantle = 6.371 × 106 m and ρmantle = 4.0 g/cm3 [10]. The outer
layers, which are only relevant for monopole tracks with zenith angles Θ < 90◦ , are 2800 m ice (ρice = 0.9 g/cm3 [22]) and 20 km air
(ρair = 1.2 × 10−3 g/cm3 [22])
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Fig. 3 Angular acceptance of AMANDA-II to relativistic magnetic monopoles. The grey shaded areas represent the regions of monopole
mass and kinetic energy for which monopoles are capable of reaching
the detector with a speed above the Cherenkov threshold (β = 0.75).
The darkest area corresponds to the region of full acceptance, i.e., to
the region where monopoles have a speed β > 0.75 after having traversed the full diameter of the Earth and can hence be detected over
a solid angle of Ω = 4π sr. The lighter areas correspond to the regions of 4π sr > Ω ≥ 3π sr, 3π sr > Ω ≥ 2π sr, 2π sr > Ω ≥ π sr, and
π sr > Ω > 0 angular acceptance

with masses greater than ∼107 GeV. Lighter monopoles can
still be detected with a limited angular acceptance.

3 The AMANDA-II neutrino telescope
AMANDA-II was an under-ice neutrino telescope at the ge-

ographic South Pole. The 2800 meter-thick ice sheet [25]
covering the Antarctic continent at the South Pole served

AMANDA-II as Cherenkov medium and target material to detect rare interactions of highly energetic neutrinos [26]. Cherenkov photons from electrically charged secondary particles were observed using a three dimensional grid of light
sensitive optical modules deployed at depths below 1500 m.
Although the surface electronics and the data acquisition system was decommissioned in late 2009, the under-ice
hardware remained frozen in place. AMANDA-II comprises
a total of 677 light sensitive optical modules (OMs) that
are located within an approximately cylindrical volume of
200 m diameter and 500 m height. The OMs were deployed
in 19 vertical strings, arranged in three concentric circles
(Fig. 4).
Each OM consists of a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) and
supporting electronics enclosed in a transparent pressure
sphere. Power was supplied from the surface via electrical
cables, which in some strings were also used for the PMT
signal transmission. Other strings were read out via optical
fiber.
Starting from the detector center, the 19 strings were
deployed during the Austral summers 1995/1996 to
1999/2000. In between these deployment campaigns, the
PMT signal transmission techniques were further developed
so that the later deployed strings, which define the surface of
the cylindrical detector, had improved PMT signal transmission using optical fiber. The fibers are essentially dispersionfree, which resulted in a better resolution of multiple subsequent PMT pulses [27].
The low dark noise rate of the OMs that operated in a
cold and sterile environment permitted the use of a simple
majority trigger, which was implemented in the surface electronics. The trigger condition used for this analysis required
a minimum of 24 OMs hit in a fixed coincidence window
of 2.5 µs. For each triggered event, leading and trailing edge
times of up to eight PMT pulses and one peak amplitude
were recorded per OM.
The timing and spatial pattern of the PMT pulses recorded
during a particle crossing allows reconstruction of the particle direction. The total number and the amplitudes of the
PMT pulses provide a measure of the amount of Cherenkov
light that was deposited in the detector.

4 The atmospheric muon background
The vast majority of events recorded by AMANDA-II were
triggered by muons created in interactions of high energy
cosmic rays in the atmosphere above the detector. The energy spectrum of atmospheric muons at the surface is steeper
than the spectrum of the primary cosmic rays by approximately one power in energy [28]. Only those muons which
reach the surface with energies of at least a few hundreds
of GeV can penetrate to AMANDA-II depths and could cause
lg) Springer
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Fig. 4 Arrangement of the 19
AMANDA-II strings in the
horizontal plane. The strings are
arranged in three concentric
circles, with one string in the
center. The strings on the inner
two circles (strings 1–10) are
read out via electrical cables, the
strings on the outermost circle
(strings 11–19) are read out via
optical fiber

11
electrical readout (coaxial cable)
deployed 1995/96

•
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electrical readout (twisted pair cable)
deployed 1996/97
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@
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Fig. 5 Simulated Cherenkov signatures of background atmospheric
muons and a relativistic monopole in the AMANDA-II event display.
The locations of the OMs are marked as black dots. The particle tracks
are drawn as grey lines or arrows (the arrow heads indicate the points
where muons have ranged out). The colored circles mark OMs that
have registered photons. The arrival times of the first photon in each

OM are represented as colors from red (early hit) to violet (late hit),
and the sizes of the circles are a measure for the peak amplitudes of
the PMT pulses. Left: Single atmospheric muon induced by a 34 TeV
cosmic ray proton. Middle: Muon bundle induced by a 40 PeV iron
nucleus. Right: Up-going relativistic magnetic monopole with speed
β ≈1

a trigger. The 24-fold majority trigger described in the previous section resulted in an average event rate of roughly
80 Hz due to atmospheric muons.
The Cherenkov light yield of atmospheric muons and
secondary particles created along the muon track rises with

the muon energy. For muon energies above 10 PeV, the
total light yield becomes comparable to that of a relativistic magnetic monopole. The probability that individual
muons to reach AMANDA-II with PeV energies is extremely
small. However, high energy cosmic ray collisions in the at-

%l Springer
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mosphere produce “bundles” of many nearly parallel muons
that simultaneously reach AMANDA-II and spread Cherenkov light over large areas in the detector. Such muon bundles are the dominant background to monopole searches
with AMANDA-II. Figure 5 shows the Cherenkov signatures
of a single simulated atmospheric muon, a large simulated
atmospheric muon bundle, and a simulated relativistic magnetic monopole in the AMANDA-II detector.

5 Event selection strategy
Apart from the Cherenkov light intensity, magnetic monopoles and atmospheric muons differ in their arrival directions. While atmospheric muons can enter the detector only
from above the horizon, magnetic monopoles with sufficient
mass and kinetic energy can arrive from all directions. The
only Standard Model particles that could enter AMANDAII from below the horizon and leave an “up-going” Cherenkov light pattern are muons or tau leptons produced by
highly energetic neutrinos after having crossed the Earth.
Up-going neutrino induced muons, however, will have insufficient Cherenkov light yield to mimic a relativistic magnetic monopole, as neutrinos with PeV energies will be absorbed in the Earth. Therefore, the search for monopoles
below the horizon (i.e., the search for monopoles coming
from the northern hemisphere) has very little background,
the only significant background being those down-going
muons bundles which are mis-reconstructed as up-going.
This background can be eliminated with relatively soft criteria related to the reconstruction accuracy and the event light
yield.
For the search for magnetic monopoles above the horizon (i.e., the for monopoles coming from the southern hemisphere), the light yield is the main distinctive feature to
separate signal from background. Directional information
is however still beneficial, because the correlation between
Cherenkov light yield and particle direction differs for magnetic monopoles and muon bundles. While heavy magnetic
monopoles lose only a small fraction of their kinetic energies on traversing the ice overburden above the detector,
muons will lose a substantial fraction of their initial energy,
and a fraction of the muons contained in a bundle will range
out before reaching the detector. As the energy lost upon
reaching the detector rises with the amount of matter traversed, the light yield from muon bundles strongly depends
on the zenith angle. Event selection criteria that combine
the directional information from a track reconstruction with
the light yield enable a reduction of the atmospheric muon
background to a few events per year.
Because the searches for magnetic monopoles coming
from the northern and southern hemispheres have very different background expectations, event selection criteria are
optimized separately for both angular regions.
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6 Experimental and simulated data sets
This analysis is developed using simulated data while the
experimental data are kept blind. In order to ensure that the
detector simulation provides an accurate description of the
detector response, 20% of the experimental data are used
for comparisons between experimental and simulated data
throughout the development of the analysis. This 20% subset
(composed of data taken on roughly every fifth day of the
year) is later discarded and the developed selection criteria
are applied to the complementary 80% of the data.
6.1 The experimental data set
This analysis concerns the data collected between February
and November 2000. The total data taking time amounts to
248.3 days. After subtraction of detector dead time (∼17%)
and exclusion of data of insufficient quality [29], 193 days
of effective livetime remain. A total of 155 days of livetime
(80% of this data) are used in the final analysis.
6.2 Simulation of atmospheric muons
Atmospheric muons are generated with corsika [30], a
program to simulate air showers induced by cosmic ray nuclei with energies up to 1011 GeV and masses up to A = 56
(iron). For this work, air showers are simulated using the
QGSJET01 [31] hadronic interaction model.
In order to reproduce the atmospheric muon flux over the
relevant energy range, we use two different parameterizations of the energy spectrum and mass composition of the
cosmic-ray spectrum:
(1) The poly-gonato model [32]. This model assumes the
flux of galactic cosmic rays to contain all elements of the
periodic table up to uranium. According to the model, elements heavier than iron contribute significantly (>10%)
to the total flux at primary energies above ∼50 PeV,
and dominate the spectrum at energies above ∼200 PeV.
Therefore, simulations of the all-particle cosmic ray flux
utilizing corsika (which does not support the simulation of the trans-iron elements) are accurate only in the
energy range below ∼50 PeV. We use simulations of the
poly-gonato model to predict the background at those
analysis levels at which more than 99% of the expected
atmospheric muon background is induced by cosmic-ray
primaries with energies below 50 PeV. This is the case for
all analysis levels, except for the last analysis levels for
the monopole search above the horizon.
(2) A two-component model [33], which approximates the
all particle cosmic ray flux as being composed of only two
elements, protons and iron, with both components following a broken power-law energy spectrum.2 Simulations
2 The

parameters of the power-law spectra are fitted to air-shower data
taken with the KASCADE [34] detector.
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of the two-component-model provide a good description
of atmospheric muon background in the PeV to EeV energy range and are used for the monopole search above
the horizon from the penultimate analysis level on.
The generation of the atmospheric muon background
uses importance sampling in energy so that at the final analysis level the statistical error in the background prediction is
of the order of the systematic error or less.
The muon component of the generated air-showers is
passed to the muon propagator mmc (Muon Monte Carlo)
[35], which simulates the muon energy loss during propagation through the ice. The detector response to muons and
secondary particles is simulated with the detector simulation
amasim [36].
The atmospheric muon simulations reproduce the experimental data well over all analysis levels, up to a normalization factor. Throughout the analysis, the predicted event rate
is too low by roughly 10%. This deviation is well within the
present uncertainty in the absolute flux of high energy cosmic rays [32], and is compensated by normalizing the simulated background to the number of events found in the 20%
of the experimental data which are not blinded.
6.3 Simulation of magnetic monopoles
Magnetic monopole tracks are simulated as an isotropic flux
through the detector. The tracks are generated with starting
points randomly distributed on a “generation plane” (Fig. 6)
perpendicular to the track direction at 1000 m distance from
the detector [29, 37]. Since monopoles with masses in the
relevant mass range (M > 106 GeV) are not substantially
slowed down during propagation from the generation point
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to the detector, monopole energy losses within the detection
volume are neglected and the monopole speed is assumed to
be constant.
Only the direct Cherenkov emissions are simulated.
Apart from the direct Cherenkov emission, Cherenkov
light from secondary electrically charged particles produced along the monopole track in stochastic energy loss
processes (e.g., photo-nuclear interactions or pair production) contributes to the total light yield. The cross sections
for these energy loss processes steeply rise with the monopole’s Lorentz boost, but the contribution from secondary
Cherenkov light is negligible for boosts Γ < 104 [10]. Neglecting secondary Cherenkov light, the light yield depends
only on monopole speed and the monopole charge (equation (2)). The simulation assumes minimally charged magnetic monopoles, carrying one unit Dirac charge. Four different monopole speeds are simulated: β = 0.76, β = 0.8,
β = 0.9, and β = 1. (Although strictly, no massive particle
can travel at the vacuum speed of light, the numerical value
used for simulating the fastest monopoles is β = 1.)

7 Data filtering
Ultimately, experimental and simulated data sets are divided
into two subsets containing events with up- and down-going
particles respectively. Because the reconstruction of the particle direction is computationally intensive, the data sets are
first reduced using fast-to-compute observables that provide
a measure for the event light yield. In order to avoid unnecessary loss of signal in the region below the horizon where
the background expectation is low, the first selection criteria are designed such that a high fraction of the monopole
signal is retained.
7.1 First level filter

Fig. 6 Simulation of magnetic monopoles. The monopole tracks are
generated with starting points randomly distributed about a generation
plane which during generation is randomly rotated around the detector
center to simulate an isotropic flux
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The highly intense Cherenkov emissions from relativistic magnetic monopoles cause multiple subsequent PMT
pulses (“hits”) in most of the OMs, while in low energy atmospheric muon events most OMs record only a single hit.
The first two selection criteria (“cuts”) require (1) at least
140 hits to be recorded in an event and (2) the fraction of
fired OMs with only a single hit to be smaller than 0.72.
Figure 7 shows the distributions of the two cut parameters,
NHits and FRAC 1, for simulated monopole events, simulated atmospheric muon background, and a small subset of
the experimental data set at trigger level. For both cut parameters, the atmospheric muon background decreases more
rapidly towards higher (NHits) and lower (FRAC 1) values
than the simulated signal. The slopes of the monopole distributions expose a “shoulder”, whose position depends on the
monopole speed β. The specific shape of the distributions is
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roughly 1% of the experimental data set (black markers), and simulated magnetic monopoles with speeds from β = 0.76 (lightest grey
histograms) to β ≈ 1 (darkest grey histograms). The experimental data
correspond to roughly two days of detector livetime, and simulated

atmospheric muon events are normalized to the number of experimental events. All four magnetic monopole samples are normalized to the
same flux of 10−13 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (two orders of magnitude above
the Parker Bound). The four monopole histograms contain different
numbers of events, because the Cherenkov light yield increases with β
(equation (2)), and monopoles with higher speed have a higher probability to fulfill the trigger condition (at least 24 hit OMs). The cuts are
marked as dashed black lines

a result of the geometrical shape of the AMANDA-II detector (a tall cylinder), and is common to all observables that
provide a measure for the total amount of light deposited in
the detector. For monopoles, the Cherenkov emission is constant along the track, and is solely a function of β (which is
uniform in each of the four simulated monopole event samples). Therefore, for a given β, the total light deposition of a
monopole depends only on the path length it travels through
the detector. The monopole events in the tails of the distributions (behind the shoulder) are those monopoles that enter
the detector with nearly vertical directions and hence have
the longest path length through the instrumented volume.
The cuts are placed such that the experimental data is reduced to an easily manageable size of roughly 1% of the
initially triggered events. The fraction of simulated monopole events that pass the first level filter varies between 75%
(β = 0.76) and 81% (β ≈ 1).

(2) The number of hits (NHits)
(3) The fraction of hit OMs with only a single hit (FRAC 1)
(4) The fraction of hit OMs with optical readout with only
a single hit (FRAC 1opt ).
(5) The “speed of the linefit” (|v|).

7.2 Second level filter
The next selection criterion is an optimized weighted average (Fisher discriminant) of several event observables
that are related to the light yield. The Fisher discriminant
corresponds to the one-dimensional projection of a multidimensional space of observables, for which signal and
background are maximally separated. The method is also
known as a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [38]. The
following five event observables are used as input to an
LDA:
(1) The number of hit OMs (NCH)

The linefit [39, 40] is a very fast analytic method to obtain a
“first guess” of the particle track parameters. The particle’s
velocity vector v and the track position r are fit with a χ 2 minimization as

χ2 =
(r i − r − v · ti )2 ,
(4)
i

where the r i and ti are the position and time of ith hit.
The linefit does not take into account photon propagation
through the ice and is therefore relatively inaccurate, especially for extremely bright events, in which many Cherenkov photons are detected at large distance from the emission point after multiple scatterings. The linefit-speed |v| in
particular, cannot be regarded as a measure of the particle
speed. It is however related to the light yield, because photons that are delayed by scattering draw the linefit-speed towards smaller values than the particle speed.
Figure 8 shows the Fisher discriminant composed of the
five observables (NCH, NHits, FRAC 1, FRAC 1opt , and |v|)
that is used as a cut parameter. The cut is placed such that
more than 99% of the remaining monopole signal passes.
The looseness of this cut is motivated by the fact that at this
filtering level, the particle direction, which is a key criterion to separate the monopole signal from down-going atlg) Springer
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mospheric muons, has not been reconstructed yet. Therefore, we aim for a minimal loss in signal at this filtering
stage. Tighter cuts, which exploit the track directions, are
applied at the next filtering level.
7.3 Track reconstruction and third level filter
Five track parameters (Θ, Φ, r) (zenith angle, azimuth, and
three spatial coordinates) are fit to the observed set of OM
responses R = {(r i , ti )} (spatial coordinates and times of
the recorded hits) by minimizing the negative logarithm of
the overall likelihood − log [L(R|Θ, Φ, r)] [40]. The loglikelihood function is minimized numerically. Starting from
a “seed track”, the track parameters are varied until a minimum is found. Misreconstruction occurs if the minimization
process converges to a local instead to the global minimum.
The reconstruction accuracy can be improved by repeating
the minimization process multiple times starting from various seed tracks. In case the multiple iterations of the minimization converge to different minima, the track with the
lowest value − log(L) is picked as reconstruction result.
However, since the minimization is computationally expensive, the first likelihood reconstruction used in this analysis
performs only one minimization process, seeded with the
track parameters (Θ(v), Φ(v), r) from the linefit. Only after the data volume is further reduced, the minimization is
repeated multiple times.
Using a discriminant analysis, the zenith angle of the
single-iteration reconstructed track is combined with the
FRAC 1 observable (fraction of OMs with only a single hit)
to place a cut on the event light yield dependent on the zenith angle of the incoming particles (Fig. 9). Roughly 88%
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Fig. 9 Correlation between FRAC 1 (fraction of OMs with only a single hit) and the zenith angle (cos Θ, single-iteration likelihood) for the
expected atmospheric muon background (corsika). FRAC 1 is related to the light yield, as brighter events are likely to cause multiple
hits in OMs (low value of FRAC 1). The AMANDA-coordinate system
is oriented such that cos Θ = 1 corresponds to a vertically downward
direction. The dashed line marks the cut in the cos Θ-FRAC 1-plane

of the remaining atmospheric muon events that are reconstructed with zenith angles of at least 6◦ above the horizon
(cos Θ > 0.1) are removed, while 81% (β = 0.76) to 91%
(β ≈ 1) of the signal events in this angular region are preserved.
The minimization of the log-likelihood function is now
repeated twelve times using pseudo-random3 seeds, and the
track with the smallest value of − log(L) is taken as result.
For about 4.9% of the events remaining in the 20% of experimental data, this 12-fold reconstruction yields a track
zenith angle below the horizon (Θ > 90◦ ), while for simulated background events only 3.4 (±0.5stat ) % are misreconstructed as up-going. This statistically significant underestimation of the misreconstructed atmospheric muon background by the simulation can be ascribed partly to an increase of electronic noise during large signals (predominantly in OMs with electrical readout) which is not reproduced in the simulation and partly to a poor description of
the OM response in the upper third of the detector [29]. The
poor agreement between experimental and simulated data
with respect to the OM response in the upper part of the
detector during very bright events is, unfortunately, not understood. In order to enable a blind analysis procedure, the
OMs in the upper third of the detector as well as the OMs
with electrical readout are discarded, and only optically read
out OMs in the lower two thirds of the detector are used for
the higher level selection criteria.
3 In order to have reproducible results, the twelve seed tracks are determined deterministically from the result of the preceding minimization
using a Sobol sequence (a pseudo-random sequence) [41].
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The excess of misreconstructed events in experimental
data is removed with an additional light yield criterion that
uses only hits in optically read out channels that are located
in the lower two thirds of the detector. The cut parameter
is the Fisher discriminant composed of NCH (number hit
OMs) and NHits (number of hits). Figure 10 shows the reconstructed zenith angle after application of this final cut for
simulated signal and background events and for 20% of the
experimental data set.
The following selection criteria are optimized separately
for up-going tracks (cos Θ < 0) and down-going tracks
(cos Θ ≥ 0).
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8 Event selection for up-going tracks
After applying the above filter criteria, roughly 2000 atmospheric muon events in the blinded data set are expected
to be misreconstructed as up-going particles (Θ > 90◦ ).
Atmospheric muon events with extremely high light yield
have a higher probability to be misreconstructed than low
energy ones: the brightest events either consist of extended
bundles of up to several thousands of muons, or, in case
the muon multiplicity in the bundle is small, most of the
light deposition results from a few large stochastic energy
loss processes of individual muons. In both cases, the single track hypothesis that enters the likelihood reconstruction
does not provide a good description for the hit pattern, and
the log-likelihood function most likely does not possess a
pronounced extremum at the true muon direction.
In order to reject misreconstructed high light yield events,
we add another iteration of the likelihood reconstruction, using only reduced hit information, namely only hits in the
optically read out OMs. The minimization process is seeded
with the result of the previous 12-fold reconstruction. If the
seed track fits the observed hit pattern well, the additional
iteration should converge to a result similar to the seed. Otherwise the minimizer will probably be “driven away” from
the initial track hypothesis.
Requiring that the zenith angle obtained from the last
iteration does not deviate by more than 25◦ from the one
obtained from the 12-fold reconstruction removes ∼40% of
the remaining muon background while 82% (β ≈ 1) to 95%
(β = 0.76) of the monopole signal is retained.
At the penultimate cut level, we expect roughly 1000 events in the analysis data set. About 35% of the expected
background is induced by primary iron nuclei, roughly 20%
by the light elements (protons and helium nuclei), and 45%
is induced by intermediate-mass nuclei.
The final cut for the monopole search below the horizon is again a light yield criterion. The cut parameter is
the sum of the recorded PMT-pulse amplitudes (Σ ADC, one
peak amplitude for each OM) of all OMs with optical readout that are located in the lower two thirds of the detector

Fig. 10 Cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle obtained from
the 12-fold likelihood reconstruction for 20% experimental data
(black markers), simulated atmospheric muon background (black histogram), and simulated magnetic monopoles with an assumed flux
of 10−13 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (two orders of magnitude above the Parker
Bound, grey histograms) after application of the third level filter
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Fig. 11 Distribution of the final cut parameter used for the search
for up-going monopoles (the sum of PMT pulse amplitudes measured
in OMs with optical readout that are located in the lower two thirds
of the detector, Σ ADC) for expected background from atmospheric
muons (black histogram), unblinded 80% of the experimental data
(black markers) and simulated monopole signal with an assumed
“Parker-flux” of 10−15 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (grey histograms). The dashed
line marks the final cut

(the same set of OMs as used in the last light yield criterion described in the previous section). The cut is optimized
to minimize the expected flux limit for β ≈ 1 monopoles at
the 90% confidence level.4 The expected background in the
blinded 80% of the data after application of the final cut is
0.23 events. This remaining expected background is mostly
4 This

optimization method is referred to as the model rejection potential technique and is described in [42].
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Fig. 12 Final cut used for the monopole search above the horizon. Left: The cut parameter (Fisher discriminant composed of
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final cut. Right: The same cut represented as a dashed line in the
cos Θ-Σ ADC-plane together with the distribution of the expected atmospheric muon background (corsika)

induced by iron primaries (65%) and other heavier elements
with atomic numbers (nuclear charges) greater than Z = 12.
Of the originally triggered signal events a fraction between
4% (β = 0.76) and 11% (β ≈ 1) is expected to pass the final
cut.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the final cut parameter (ΣADC) for simulated signal and background events and
for the unblinded 80% of the experimental data set. No experimental event passes the final cut. The non-observation of
a monopole candidate allows to place a limit on the flux of
magnetic monopoles. The derivation of the resulting limit
will be discussed in Sect. 11 together with the result for
down-going monopoles.

ground by 97%, while 49% (β = 0.76) to 74% (β ≈ 1) of
the monopole signal is retained.
At the penultimate cut level, we expect roughly 940 events in the analysis data set. More than 30% of the remaining
background is expected to be induced by cosmic ray nuclei
with energies greater than 50 PeV, where the corsika simulations using the poly-gonato model do not provide an accurate description of the muon background. Therefore, simulations using the two-component cosmic ray spectrum (see
Sect. 6.2) are used to optimize the final cut. According to
these simulations, the remaining background at the penultimate cut level is almost solely (>95%) induced by iron
primaries.
The final cut parameter is the Fisher discriminant composed of the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle with
the pulse amplitude sum (Σ ADC). The cut is again optimized such that the most stringent limit on β ≈ 1 monopoles
is expected. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the final cut
parameter for the unblinded experimental data set and for
simulated signal and background events. Three events are
found after unblinding, consistent with 2.6 events predicted
background simulations using the two-component model.6
The fraction of simulated signal events that pass the final
cut varies between 1% (β = 0.8) and 5% (β ≈ 1). No simulated monopoles with speed β = 0.76 pass the final cut,

9 Event selection for down-going tracks
The search for magnetic monopoles above the horizon requires more stringent event selection to achieve sufficient reduction of the atmospheric muon background. The used cut
parameters are linear combinations (Fisher discriminants) of
the zenith angle from the 12-fold likelihood reconstruction
and one or more observables that are sensitive to the event
light yield. The latter use only optically read out OMs in the
lower two thirds of the detector.
Combining the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle
with the number of hits (NHits) and the time span over which
the hits are recorded,5 reduces the atmospheric muon back5 Events

with high light yield have many hits from photons that have
been delayed by multiple scatterings during propagation over large dis-
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tances. So, the time interval over which light is collected is longer than
for events with low light yield.
6 The corsika simulations using the poly-gonato model on the other
hand, predict 0.3 events to pass the final cut, a factor 10 less than the
number of events found in the unblinded data.
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Table 1 Relative systematic and statistical error in the predicted event
rates at the final analysis level. The systematic error in the signal rate
was obtained from Monte Carlo simulations with varied simulation
parameters (OM sensitivity, ice properties), while the systematic er-

ror in the background rate was estimated using the variations in the
“normalization factor” that is applied to the background simulations
throughout the analysis (see text)

up-going

down-going

northern hemisphere
signal
OM sensitivity

15%

ice properties

15%

cosmic ray flux + detector response
statistical
total

southern hemisphere
background

signal
15%
15%

11%
0.1%
21%

meaning that the search above the horizon has no sensitivity
to monopoles with speeds much lower than β = 0.8.

10 Systematic uncertainties
For both up- and down-going monopoles, the number of events found in the unblinded experimental data are consistent
with the background expectation. The calculation of flux upper bounds takes into account systematic and statistical uncertainties in the background and signal prediction.
Sources of systematic uncertainties in the predicted numbers of signal and background events are mostly imperfections in the detector simulation either due to poor knowledge
of the simulation parameters or due to simplifications of
physical processes that are necessary to meet limited computing resources. Uncertainties in the absolute OM sensitivity and simplifications of the optical properties of the Polar
ice have the largest impact on this analysis.
The deviations of the absolute OM sensitivities from their
nominal values were estimated from muon data and are constrained to less than 15% [43] with the largest deviations observed for OMs on the inner strings with electrical readout,
which in this analysis were not used for higher level selection criteria. Studies of variations in the OM sensitivities in
the detector simulation showed that the relative change in
the predicted event rates is approximately equal to the relative deviation of the OM sensitivities from their nominal
value (for a uniform relative deviation for all OMs throughout the detector) or less (for random deviations, see [29] and
references therein). We therefore assume that the systematic
error in the predicted event rates of this analysis is no bigger
than 15%.
Light propagation through the polar ice is simulated
adopting depth-averaged optical parameters. For very bright
events, the total number of detected photons mostly depends
on the mean values of scattering and absorption lengths because variations in the photon collection efficiency average

background

11%

12%

∼1%

16%

21%

1.5%
11%

out over the detection volume. The impact of uncertainties
of the mean optical parameters in the photon propagation
simulation were studied over a wide parameter space [44].
Variations as large as +12%/−30% (absorption length) and
+8%/−21% (effective scattering length) result in changes
of the event rates of 34% around the average. Since the optical parameters are known to within a few percent [25], we
assume the systematic error in the predicted event rates to
be no bigger than 15%.
For the total error in the predicted number of signal events, both the systematic error and the statistical error (less
than 1%) are added in quadrature, resulting in a total error
of 21% (Table 1).
The estimation of the systematic error in the predicted
number of background events differs from the systematic error estimation for the signal prediction, because the 20% of
the data which are not blinded provide a reference to adjust the background prediction. By normalizing the number
of predicted background events to the number of events observed 20% of the experimental data, uncertainties in the
background rate are partially compensated. Therefore the
systematic error in the background rate will be smaller than
the systematic error in the signal prediction, for which no
such “calibration source” is available.
Intrinsically, the number of predicted background events has additional theoretical uncertainties due to limited
knowledge of the absolute flux, the energy spectrum, and to
some extent, the composition of high energy primary cosmic rays, as well as uncertainties due to the modeling of
high energy hadronic interactions. These unknown parameters would result in a substantial systematic uncertainty in
the background rate.7 However, throughout the analysis, the
7 The

uncertainty in the absolute normalization of the flux for instance
is estimated to be about 20% [32], and uncertainties in the predicted
atmospheric muon rate due to the modeling of high energy hadronic
interactions are about as large.
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Table 2 Cumulative passing rates of simulated monopoles and background events. The rightmost column lists the normalization factor
applied to the simulated atmospheric muon background at each cut
level

cut parameter

level, i.e., the ratio of the number of events in the 20% experimental
data and the number of predicted background events

fraction of passing events

ratio

β ≈1

β = 0.9

β = 0.8

β = 0.76

corsika

exp./sim.

trigger

1.30

level 1

NHits, FRAC 1

0.81

0.81

0.80

0.75

0.01

1.22

level 2

LDA (FRAC 1, FRAC 1opt , NHits, NCH,|v|)

0.81

0.81

0.80

0.75

5.9×10−3

1.17

level 3

LDA(FRAC 1, cos Θ), LDA(NHits, NCH)

0.59

0.60

0.58

0.48

1.9×10−4

1.34, 1.08

up-going

Θ > 90◦

0.32

0.32

0.31

0.25

2.7×10−6

1.12

penultimate

zenith angle difference

0.26

0.26

0.27

0.24

1.6×10−6

1.21

final

ΣADC

0.11

0.10

0.08

0.04

3.2×10−10

down-going

Θ ≤ 90◦

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.22

1.9×10−4

1.08
1.21

penultimate

LDA(time-span, NHits, cos Θ)

0.20

0.20

0.19

0.11

3.8×10−6

final

LDA (cos Θ, ΣADC)

0.05

0.04

0.01

0

1.1×10−8

absolute normalization of the simulated background is determined by scaling the number of predicted background
events to the number of events observed in 20% experimental data. This normalization is adjusted at each selection level, up to the penultimate cut. The normalization after application of the penultimate cut is then kept for optimizing the final cut and for calculating the expected remaining background after unblinding. If systematic errors in
the background simulation resulted solely in a scaling of the
predicted event rates and did not affect the distributions of
the cut parameters qualitatively, the normalization would be
constant throughout all selection levels and the systematic
uncertainties would be fully compensated. If, on the other
hand, systematic errors affect the event observables (i.e., the
cut parameters), then the selection efficiencies differ for experimental and simulated data, and the normalization factor
(i.e., the ratio between the number of experimental events to
the number of predicted background events) varies throughout the selection chain.
Between trigger level and the penultimate selection level
of this analysis, the normalization factor varies within
±11% around an average value of 1.21 (see Table 2). We
take the 11% maximum variation in the normalization as
a measure for the remaining systematic uncertainty in the
background prediction that is not compensated for by scaling (Table 1).

Table 3 Event upper limits for up- and down-going monopoles. Listed
are the expected number of background events in the final data sample
nbg , the number of observed experimental events nobserved , and the
resulting event upper limit μ90% C.L. , i.e., the number of signal events
that is excluded at the 90% confidence level. The event upper limits are
calculated taking into account statistical and systematic errors [45]
nbg 

nobserved

(incl. errors)
up-going

0.23 ± 0.04

0

2.4

down-going

2.61 ± 0.29

3

5.2

this constraint is a limit on an isotropic flux of monopoles
with a given speed at the AMANDA-II depth.
The flux limit calculation takes into account the uncertainties in signal and background predictions following the
method described in [45]. Table 3 lists the event upper limits at the 90% confidence level (μ90% C.L. ) for both up- and
down-going monopole searches.
The corresponding flux limits for each monopole speed
β are calculated from the event upper limits as
β

Φ90% C.L =

μ90% C.L.
β
nsig 

β

· Φsimulated ,

Because of the large range of potential monopole masses
and the poor knowledge of the monopole energy loss
processes, a generally valid flux limit can only be formulated
as a constraint of the flux in the detector. For this analysis,

%l Springer

(5)

β

where nsig  is the number of expected signal events for
β

11 Flux upper limits

μ90% C.L.

a given simulated flux Φsimulated . The flux limits obtained
from the searches in the northern and southern hemispheres
are listed in Table 4. These limits apply to fluxes of monopoles with the respective speed in the AMANDA-II detector.
Figure 13 shows the flux limits in comparison to the
best presently available experimental bounds. In the velocity
range β > 0.8, the limits for monopoles entering from below
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Table 4 Limits on the flux of magnetic monopoles with speeds between β = 0.76 and β ≈ 1 obtained from searches in the northern
and southern hemispheres, respectively. Systematic uncertainties are
accounted for according to [45]
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C!:l.
0\

ci

Φ90% C.L [cm−2 s−1 sr−1 ]

speed β

II

up-going

down-going

(northern hemisphere)

(southern hemisphere)

C!:l.

0.04

00

ci
II

C!:l.

0.76

8.8 × 10−16

0.8

6.7 × 10−17

1.7 × 10−15

0.9

4.3 × 10−17

4.2 × 10−16

1.0

3.8 × 10−17

2.9 × 10−16
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Fig. 14 Detector effective area for relativistic magnetic monopoles
arriving at the detector with speed β = 0.76 (lightest grey) to β ≈ 1
(darkest grey) as a function of the zenith angle. (cos Θ = −1 corresponds to a vertically up-going monopole in AMANDA-II)
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Fig. 13 Limits on the flux of minimally charged relativistic magnetic
monopoles with speeds 0.5 < β < 1. The thick black lines are the limits for up- and down-going monopoles obtained from this work. The
thin black lines are the limits on the flux of up-going monopoles published by the Baikal neutrino telescope [15] and the MACRO experiment [14]. The grey horizontal line is the MACRO limit for 2π sr
acceptance (down-going monopoles). The dashed line is the Parker
Bound [12]

the horizon (northern hemisphere) are the most stringent experimental limits at the time of this writing. The monopole
search above the horizon (southern hemisphere) yielded flux
limits for β ≈ 1 monopoles at roughly the same level as
comparable searches undertaken by the Monopole, Astrophysics and Cosmic Ray Observatory (MACRO) [14]. The
search above the horizon is however not sensitive to monopoles with speeds smaller than β = 0.8.

12 Effective area
Because very light and ultra-relativistic monopoles can only
be detected in a limited angular region (above or around the
horizon, see Fig. 3), it is important to study the monopole
detection efficiency as a function of the zenith angle of the
incoming monopoles. A practical measure of the detection
efficiency is the detector effective area, Aeff , which is calcu-

Ndetected (β, Θ)
· Agen ,
Ngenerated (β, Θ)

(6)

where Ndetected (Θ, β) and Ngenerated (Θ, β) are the numbers
of detected and generated monopoles with speed β and zenith angle Θ, respectively, and Agen is the area of the generation plane. The effective area corresponds to the cross sectional area of an ideal detector with 100% efficiency. Figure 14 shows the effective area as a function of the zenith
angle (cos Θ) at the final analysis level.
The effective area is highest for vertically up-going monopoles (cos Θ = −1) and falls continuously with the zenith
angle. This is a result of both the geometry of the AMANDAII detector and the zenith angle dependent event selection.
Below the horizon, cuts are based solely on the amount of
light deposited in the detector, which in turn depends on the
particle’s path length through the detection volume. For a
tall cylindrical detector, the path is longest in the vertical
direction. Therefore, the efficiency is highest in the vertical
direction, although the cross-sectional area of the detector
is smallest. Above the horizon, on the other hand, the cuts
on the light deposition are tightened as a function of the zenith angle, resulting in a decrease of the detection efficiency
towards vertical directions.
The effective area shown in Fig. 14 applies to monopoles that are detected via their direct Cherenkov emissions
only. For ultra-relativistic monopoles, the direct emissions
are substantially enhanced by Cherenkov light from relativistic electrically charged secondary particles produced in
stochastic energy loss processes. Since the data selection in
this analysis is mostly based on the event light yield, we
can reasonably assume that the detection efficiency for ultrarelativistic monopoles is in effect higher.
lg) Springer
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13 Universal flux limit and validity range
A translation of the limits on the monopole flux through the
AMANDA-II detector into a limit on the monopole flux in the
vicinity of the Earth is not straightforward. The speed of
a monopole reaching the detector depends on its initial kinetic energy, its angle of incidence, and on the monopole’s
energy loss during its passage through the Earth, which in
turn depends on the monopole’s Lorentz boost and hence its
mass. The monopole mass is essentially an open parameter,
as predictions from various unified theories span many orders of magnitudes. For the monopole energy loss, only the
electromagnetic part is understood well enough to be treated
quantitatively [10]. The least known parameter is the kinetic
energy distribution of monopoles.
In order to interpret our limits on the local flux in
AMANDA-II as limits on an isotropic monopole flux in the
vicinity of the Earth, we calculate approximate limits on hypothetical fluxes of mono-energetic, minimally charged monopoles with masses 105 GeV< M < 1018 GeV and kinetic
energies of 105 GeV< Ekin < 1018 GeV.
For a hypothetical isotropic flux Φ M,Ekin of monopoles with constant initial kinetic energy (and constant initial Lorentz boost Γinitial ), the number of signal events that
are expected to be detected within the zenith angle range
[cos Θmin , cos Θmax ] is
 cos Θmax
M,Ekin
nsig  = Φ
· Tlive · 2π
d cos Θ

e.m. (cos Θ, Γ
The total energy loss ΔEtotal
initial ) is again obtained by integrating the approximate formulas for the electromagnetic energy loss [10] over the Earth’s matter profile
(see Fig. 2).
The limit on a flux of monopoles with a given mass and
M,Ekin
kinetic energy, Φ90%
C.L. is then
M,Ekin
Φ90%
C.L. =

μ90% C.L
· Φ M,Ekin ,
nsig 

(9)

where μ90% C.L is the event upper limit, and nsig  is calculated using (7) and (8). For the search for up-going monopoles (search in the northern hemisphere) the zenith angle
integral in (7) runs from cos Θmin = −1 to cos Θmax = 0
and the event upper limit is μ90% C.L = 2.4 (see Table 3).
For the search for down-going monopoles (search in the
southern hemisphere) we integrate from cos Θmin = 0 to
cos Θmax = 1 and the event upper limit is μ90% C.L = 5.2.
Of both analyses, only the search for up-going monopoles yields competitive limits. Figure 15 compares the flux
18

>
0

16

[:!,

14

(I)

--]
0

00

,Q

12

cos Θmin



∞

×

dΓfinal P Γinitial →Γfinal (cos Θ)

10

0

× Aeff (Γfinal , cos Θ),

(7)

where Tlive is the effective detector livetime,
P Γinitial →Γfinal (cos Θ) is the probability that a monopole with
initial Lorentz boost Γinitial and zenith angle Θ arrives at the
detector with a boost factor Γfinal , and Aeff is the detector
effective area (equation (6)).
The function Aeff (Γfinal , cos Θ) is zero for Γfinal < 1.51
(corresponding to speeds below the Cherenkov threshold
β = 0.75). For higher Γfinal , we conservatively approximate the effective area as a step function as Aeff (β = 0.76)
for 1.51 < Γ < 1.67, Aeff (β = 0.8) for 1.67 ≤ Γ < 2.29,
Aeff (β = 0.9) for 2.29 ≤ Γ < 10, and Aeff (β ≈ 1) for
Γ ≥ 10.
If we further neglect the stochastic nature of the energy
loss, and approximate the total energy loss of a magnetic
monopole by the average total electromagnetic energy loss
during its passage through the Earth, we can write
P Γinitial →Γfinal (cos Θ)


e.m. (cos Θ, Γ
ΔEtotal
initial )
.
= δ Γinitial − Γfinal −
M
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8
6

log10(MMONOPOLE

I GeV)

Fig. 15 Limits on hypothetical isotropic and mono-energetic monopole fluxes in the vicinity of the Earth for various monopole
masses (horizontal axis) and initial kinetic energies (vertical axis).
The grey scale of the colored areas represents the flux level in
units of cm−2 s−1 sr−1 that are constraint at the 90% confidence
level. The hatched area is the region in which the AMANDA-II limit
(this work) is the most stringent limit to date. The black contour
within this region defines the parameter space over which monopoles reach the AMANDA-II detector with a Lorentz boost Γ > 10.
Within this region the flux limit of 3.8 × 10−17 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (obtained for β ≈ 1 monopoles) applies. The flux of very light and ultra-relativistic monopoles (Γ > 107 , black region) is constrained to a
level of at least one order of magnitude below the AMANDA-II limit
by the RICE experiment [46]. The light grey areas extending to
lower kinetic energies and higher monopole masses are the regions over which the monopole flux is constrained to a level of
2.8 × 10−16 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (β > 0.1 and β > 10−4 , M > 1010 GeV,
lighter grey) and 1.4 × 10−16 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (β > 0.1, M > 1010 GeV
and β > 10−4 , M > 1016 GeV, darker grey) by the MACRO experiment [14]
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limits obtained from this work (up-going monopoles) to the
currently most stringent limits from other experiments. The
hatched area in the figure represents the region of potential monopole masses and kinetic energies for which the
AMANDA-II limits are the most stringent limits as of today. This region covers relativistic monopoles with initial
kinetic energies above ∼1010 GeV and initial Lorentz boosts
smaller than Γinitial ∼ 107 . (Note that this region may be
smaller if a substatial fraction of the monopole energy loss
is due to hadronic interactions, which we have neglected
in our calculations.) For lower initial kinetic energies, the
AMANDA-II limits are outpaced by the limits placed by
(MACRO) [14]. The MACRO detector relied on ionization
of liquid scintillator or streamer tube gas and was therefore
sensitive to monopoles with lower speeds and larger masses.
For Lorentz boosts Γinitial > 107 , our limits are outpaced
by the limits set by the Radio Ice Cherenkov Experiment
(RICE) [46]. The RICE limits lie between 1.9 × 10−19 and
2.2 × 10−18 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (depending on Γ ), more than
one order of magnitude below our limits.

14 Summary and outlook
Data taken with the AMANDA-II neutrino telescope during
the year 2000 were searched for the Cherenkov signature
of relativistic magnetic monopoles. Data selection criteria
were developed based on simulated atmospheric muon events (the dominant background to this search) and simulated
monopole events, in which the monopoles were assumed to
carry one unit of Dirac charge and to travel at fractions of the
vacuum speed of light between β = v/c = 0.76 and β ≈ 1.
No monopole signal was found in approximately 155 days
of detector live time, and upper limits on the monopole flux
were derived.
Two separate flux limits were derived for monopoles entering from below and from above the horizon (southern
and northern hemisphere), respectively. The analysis considering monopoles entering from below the horizon constrains the flux of magnetic monopoles through the detector to levels between 3.8×10−17 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (β ≈ 1) and
8.8×10−16 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (β = 0.76) at the 90% confidence
level. Because of the much larger background from downgoing atmospheric muons, the analysis considering monopoles entering from above the horizon yielded limits less
stringent by roughly an order of magnitude.
The analysis of only one year of AMANDA-II data allowed
to improve current experimental bounds on the flux of relativistic magnetic monopoles. Although several more years
of AMANDA-II data are available, future monopole searches
will focus on data taken with the IceCube detector [47–49],
a cubic-kilometer-scale neutrino telescope that is presently
being constructed at the South Pole. First monopole simulations of an intermediate construction stage of the detector,
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in which almost a third of the optical modules are deployed8
indicate that the larger detection volume and improved hardware will enable more advanced signal selection techniques
using not only event observables related to the Cherenkov
light yield but also to the monopole speed. The sensitivity
of this future analysis is expected to be more than one order
of magnitude below the flux limits presented here [50].
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